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T H E  DEVELOPhIENT OF SAILING SIHIP 
TACTICS COAIPARED T O  T H A T  O F  STEAM 

TACTICS, W I T H  A GLANCE INTO T H E  
F U T U RE.’ 

By ~<ORVLTTES-liAPIT~~N EMIL \lrILDE, of the 1h.lstro- 
1-1 u n giria n Navy. 

Translatcd from thc (Austrian) Mittkeilirngert atis dcrn Gcbiefe  dcs 
Secstmci is,  No. VIII. of 191 I ,  and published by permission. 

IKTR 0 DU CTION. 
IN  the following treatise I propose to discuss one branch of 
maritime science, which in general, but especially with us, 
has not been given the close attention which it deserves; I 
refer to the study of naval history and the linowledge of strategy 
and tactics to be derived from this study. 

I t  is a striking fact that the study of military history is 
considered far more important and useful than that o f  naval 
history, and the reason is chiefly to be found in the fact that 
the literature of the former is far more estensive and 
more abundant than that of the latter. I t  is only lately, 
since the Russo-Japanese War, that literature dealing with this 
subject has made any progress. The reason, which is most 
frequently giyen‘-that our naval history is of no assistance to 
the study of modern warfare, owing to its being chiefly concerned 
with the sailing ship period, and that therefore it has nothing 
in common with the present-day methods of conducting war 
under such very different conditions-is unconvincing. At 
first glance, this view appears to be justified to a certain extent- 
especially with regard to the lessons of tactics, which are largely 
modified by the nature of the weapons employed. For indeed 
how great is the gulf which lies between the galleys of ancient 
days, stealing anxiously along the coast from harbour to har- 
bour, or the sailing ships dependent on wind and weather, 
capable of steering only a limited number of courses, and the 
mighty armoured monsters of the present day, which are able 
to command many thousand miles ? 

And yet, \&en we come to study naval history more 
deeply we find many similarities, points of relationship with 
~ ~~~ 

1 IVorks consulted :--hIahan : “ Influence of Sea Power upon History”; 
“ Life of Nelson.” Attlmayer : ‘I Ubcr Maritime Kriegfuhrung.” 
Vicornte de hIoroques : ‘I Tactique Navale.” Clerk of Eldin : “ Essai 
mCthodique ct historique sur la tactique navalc.” Kaltar : “ Das taktische 
Prinzip der Ih-aftkonzentration in der Segelschiffperiode.” 
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J 264 SAILING SHIP AND STEAV TACTICS [SEPT., 1912 

the fighting methods of our times, which compel u s  to aclinow- 
ledge the great value of this study. W e  come to understand 
why Napoleon recommended to his officers the study of the 
campaigns of Alesander, I-Iannibal, and Cxsar, to whom gun- 
powder was unlinown ; and we then soon realize that, though 
weapons may change, the principles according to which they 
were applied have remained the same. W e  shall find it easier 
to trace the sequence of cause and effect, and to distinguish the 
part which chance incidents (good or bad luck) have played in 
the method of conducting the war. 

1 have attempted in this article tp bring out these principles 
and to show hotv they can be applied to the means ant1 methods 
of present-day warfare. If we admit that the lessons of ancient 
history are adaptable to modern warfare, then a whole mass of 
material-far greater than could be obtained from the limited 
history of the steamship period-stands at our disposal, supply- 
ing us  with sources of knowledge and fundamental principles 
for the study of modern naval tactics and strategy. Before I 
pass on to the discussion of my theme, I should lilie, in a few 
words, to distinguish between strategy and tactics, and to em- 
phasize the supreme importance of the most fundamental law of 
tactics, that of concentration of force; because it is the manner 
in which this principle has been practically applied which forms 
the basis for the criticism of naval battles, no matter in what 
period. 

Tactics begin, in general, when strategy ceases, i.e., when 
the opponents come into touch; as reg?rds space, tactics are 
confined to the battle-field proper, strategy on the other hand 
covers the whole theatre of war. 'lVhilst the teachings of strategy 
have remained the same for all tithe, tactics change with the 
weapons employed. Strategically it will always be right to 
create strong bases, to take possession of important points and 
routes, to destroy the enemy's lines of communication, to attack 
him in the rear. On the other hand, the boarding tactics of 
the ancient galleys and luggers are th ings  of the past; one 
fights in a different fashion with powder and lead than with 
bows and arrows. But if the form and method of tactics have 
altered in the course of centuries,, the principles remain the 
same for ever. The first and most important of these principles 
is to bring about a superiority of numbers, a concentration of 
force at a point of the battle-field where the enemy can least 
offer resistance, that is to say, to attack one part of tfie enemy, 
with superior force and at the same time to isolate the other 
part, this principle must remain for all time the first aim of 
every commander in war. I would quote, as one of the most 
striking examples of this principle, the doubling of the van 
of the French fleet by Nelson at Aboukir; in this case the centre 
and rear ships, to leeward, were unable to come to the support 
of the van, which was attacked by the whole English fleet. 
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Sr-f. ,  19121 SAILING SIIIP AND STEAM TACTICS I 265 

In the sailing ship period the art of naval warfare was 
brought to the fiillest state of development, onc might  even say 
perfection, under men like Rodney, Suffren, EIowe and Nelson 
but, in the present day, it appears that this art has not yet 
attained the same high pitcli of perfection, and that it is still 
in the stage of development. It is therefore instructire as well 
as interesting to study the tactics 6f the sailing fleets of old days 
in order to note the relationship between their methods and 
ours so as to I)c able to draw conclusions as to the future 
dcvelopment of our own tactics. 

IVlien we come to esaniine- the subject we find to our 
surprise, that the development of iiiodern steam tactics, up to the 
present time, lias passed through the sa:ne stages as the old 
sailing tactics ; the question, therefore, arises whether the further 
development of steam tactics w i I I  not continue to progress on the 
same lines. In the following remarks I mill now treat this 
question from the point of view of naval history. 

THE EVOLUTIOK OF SAILING SHIP TACTICS. 

In the development of tactics of thc sailing ship days three 
perfectly distinct periods can be recognized. 

THE FIRST PERIOD was from the commencement of the use 
of sailing ships for war purposes, at the beginning of the 15th 
century, till the Sscond Dutch War (middle of the 17th century); 
at the battle of Lowestoft, single line ahead close hauled was 
employed for the first time, as forming undeniably the best 
line of battle. This period includes the transition from rowing 
to sailing tactics and is characterized by " mClCe " and group 
actions. 

THE SECOXD PERIOD, with its artillery duels so barren of 
tactical results, estends from the battle of Lowestoft (middle of 
the 17th century) up to the actions between French and English 
in the American war of Independence at the end of the 18th 
century, when Rodney (in the battle of Dominica) appeared 
by his manceuvre- to wish to break through the hostile line, 
thereby initiating : 

THE THIRD ASD LAST PERIOD, in which the principle of 
concentration of strength against the weakest portion of the 
enemy by splitting up his line was put into practice and reached 
its zenith of tactical perfection under Nelson at the battle of 
Trafalgar. 

Siniilarly we can divide the progress of steam tactics up to 
the present day into two periods :- 

THE FIRST PERIOD, likewise characterized by mClCe and 
group actions, in which the ram played an important rdle, as 
at the battle of Lissa. 
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I ~ 6 d  SAILING SHIP AND STEAM 'I'AC'IICS [Swr., I C J I ~  

T H E  SEcosu PERIOD, in jvhich \ye stand at present, is dis- 
tinguished, like the second period of sailing tactics, by arLillery 
duels at great or medium distances, as seen in  the naval actions 
of the Russo-Japanese war. 

The last and most glorious period of the sailing tactics (that 
of attacking and isolating separate portions of the fleet) as created 
by the most famous seamen, has, at present, no counterpart in 
steam tactics. The development of tactics, and of war material 
goes hand in hand. In order, therefore, to understand the 
former, we must first be conversant with the latter, for it governs 
the forms and method of tactics. 

FIRST PERIOD. 

( A )  Sailing Ship Tactics. 

In the first days of the sailing period weapons had no great 
range; artillery on board ship was in its infancy. The arma- 
ment, taken from the galleys, was similarly dispcsed at the 
bows and stern, the broadside was kept free for the oars, which 
were still retained in reserve; doubts were also held as to the 
strength of the framing in that part of the ship. ?'he French 
constructor Decharge,. in the year I 500, is said to have been the 
first to cut gunports in the ship's side, but the main armamept 
still remained fore and aft. 

The abnormally high upper \vorlis of the fore and after 
castles were a consequence of this method of armament; these 
towerlilie superstructures had, moreover, a great advantage over 
low freeboard ships in the boarding tactics of that day. The 
heavy guns  were still mounted in the bows, the lichter on the 
broadside. Tactics in this period, were governed by the short 
range as well as by the ineffectiveness of the artillery, which 
necessitated fighting at close range and boarding. The de- 
pendence of tactics upon weapons is, in this case, vesy apparent. 
The principle of concentration only found espression in the 
endeavour to bring the fighting force as far as possible siniulta- 
neously and in full strength against the enemy; this resulted in 
frontal formations, and, as a consequence, tlie mounting of heavy 
g u n s  in the bows. 

,Thus in the earliest period of the sailing ship days the form 
and method of tactics as derived from the galley period remained 
the same. The attack was made in wedge, angular, or crescent 
formation with a wide front, in order to avoid being outflanked; 
in the first rank were the heavy ships, and behind them, or on the 
wings, the light ones. hIClt5e actions and boarding were the 
result; the lighter ships constituted a sort of reserve, with mliich 
to support threatened points. 

Moreover, single line ahead was out of the question as a 
formation for smaller ships, since the rear ships would not have 
been able to see the enemy, and would have obstructed each 
other's fire. 
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In the time of Louis XIII., Fournier expressed the following 
opinion upon the manner of leading a fleet into action :- 

“ The formation to be employed in bringing a fleet into action should 
cause no concern, since there is only ark, and that is the crescent forma- 
tion. The main body, composed of the heavier ships, should be in the 
centre, the small ships on the wings in order to tow the big ships, and 
to outflank and harass the enemy.” 

It was not till later, in the actions fought by the English 
against the Invincible Armada; that single line was partially 
employed by the English, in consequence of their improved arma- 
ment, while the Spaniards still retained the boarding tactics. 
Up to the first Dutch war in 16j3, however, the artillery was 
still too ineffective to fight an action in formation with any 
hope of success. The maintenance of the line (this does not 
mean the line ahead close hauled) also presentcd great diffi- 
culties, so that we read in Sir William RIonson’s “Naval 
Tracts,” in ths  chapter on “ T h e  Direction of a Fight in a 
Kaval Battle,” 1 published about 1635 :- 

“ B u t  ships xhich must be carried by wind and sails, and the sea 
affording no firm or stedfast footing, cannot be commanded to take their 
ranks like soldiers in a.battle by land.” 

Such a view is easily to be understood when one considers 
the various types of that time. From all this it is apparent. 
that the action of artillery of any kind was of no importance 
whatever; the main thing was boarding. The only real progress 
made was in ‘the disposal of ships into groups each of which 
formed a fighting unit ; this was followed, shortly after, by the 
organization of divisions, whereby the tactical principle of attack- 
ing in superior force at various points of the battle-field was 
attained through the mutual support, in a melee, of ships he- 
longing to the same group. 

(B) Steamship Tactics. 
If we now draw a parallel between the above and the first 

stage of steamship tactics, we shall find a certain similarity in 
their development. 

The first steamers were paddle steamers, on which the g u n s  
could naturally only be mounted at  the bow and stern. These 
vessels were seldom employed as battleships on account of the 
liability to damage of their means of propulsion ; they performed 
excellent service, however, as tugs and look-out vessels. 

The sailing ship of the line still maintained its position as 
the fighting unit, even after the screw had been invented; thus 
the screw steamer “ Princetown ” (built by Ericson in America 
in 1S3g) followed by the French screw frigate “ Pomone ” (1543) 
and by the English “ Amphion ” (1844) had such weak engines, 
that they were merely regarded as an auxiliary means of pro- 

1 Book III., page 328. 

VOL. LVI. 4 H  
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I 268 SAILING SHIP ASD STE.111 TACTICS [SEPT., 1912 

pulsion. But by I 8 j O  screw line of battleships, carrying from 
80 to 121 guns, were being built both by France and England, 
and from this date began the decline of thosc proud ships of the 
line, which had ruled the ocean for So many hundreds of years 
under sail, but d i ich  mere now to niake way for the screw ship 
in all its manifold types from battleship to gunboat. 

As  the result of the striking results achieved by the French 
steam armoured floating batteries at the bombardment of Kin- 
burn on 17th October, ISjj, during the operations of tlle Allies 
in the Blacli Sea, Napoleon III., in ISjS, ordered an armoured 
frigate, the I ‘  Gloire,” to be built. She was designed by the 
famous naval constructor, Dupuy de. LGme, kind was com- 
pleted in 1860; and England followed in the same year 
with the armoured frigate Warrior.” Thus began the 
struggle between armour and artillery, which has lasted up 
to the present day. The g u n s  were made larger and their range 
was increased; the armour became tougher agd more capable 
of resistance. The building of the low freeboard Monitors 
during the American Civil War gave rise to the turret ship; from 
this period also began mining  and torpedo warfare. The tactics 
of the battle of Lissa again showed the value of the ram as a new 
weapon in naval battles, so that from this time onwards until 
towards the end of the 19th century, the ram may be reckoned 
among naval weapons, in addition to the gun,  the torpedo, and 
the mine. 

W e  see that the development of material after the introduc- 
tion of steam mas so rapid that tactics were unable to keep pace 
with it. 

Captain Ross had scarcely begun his work on the tactics of 
paddle steamers, in which he favoured the frontal formation (just 
as in the days of the first sailing fleets when the main armament 
was placed at the bow and stern) than the screw steamer was 
invented, which soon entirely replaced the paddle steamer as a 
fighting ship. 

During the period of large screw ships of the line, screw 
frigates, and corvettes, which now followed, there is no trace of 
any fixed tactical system, as no great fleet actions took place. 
Since, however, the fighting strength of these types lay in their 
broadside, and as the g u n s  had increased in range and had 
become effective-owing to the use of common shelI-against 
the wooden walls of ships, it is only natural to imagine that the 
theoretical methods of the tactics of that time approached those 
of the artillery duel in long lines, as was seen in the case of 
the battle of Heligoland. 

But in this case again there was no time to malie a thorough 
trial of this form of tactics, for with the introduction of armour, 
the artilIery again fell back into the same condition of ineffective- 
ness in which it stood during the earliest period of sailing 
ship days. Tactics, 
therefore, naturally assumed the same form as in the correspond- 

(Paddle frigates had just begun to be built). 

It could wound, but it could not kill. 
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i n g  sailing ship period. In the epoch-making battle of Lissa 
we see frontal attack formations, with the most Ipoiw-ful ships 
in the front rank, and the weaker ships in the rear. As in former 
times, the object aimed at was the close action or m61Ce; the artil- 
lery, on account of its ineffectiveness, retired into the back- 
ground, while, as the most important weapon, the ram took 
the place of the boarding, which was employed in old days for 
the final and decisive blow, but which, owing to steam power, 
was now no longer feasible. The genius of a Tegetthoff recog- 
nized clearly the estent to which the alterations in the material 
of naval war caused by the introduction of armour had modified 
the tactics to be employed; to this was due his confidence in 
victory, and his eagerness for the fray even against a stronger 
foe, characteristics which, in the case of Nelson, are to be 
attributed to similar motives. 

So the ram, in the opinion of many, remained till the end of 
the century a superior weapon to the gun .  In 1S67 the French 
Admiral Touchard wrote :- 

“ The ram is the weapon of future battles; the ram v.-ill be used 
Loth in attack as xell as in defcncc. It is with the ram that victories 
will be gained, it is against being rammed that one will have to be OR 

one’s guard.” 

How widely these tactics were admitted, and how deeply 
they had taken root, is proved by the ship actions of those 
times. The Chilian unarmoured cruiser “ Bsmeralda ” was 
s u n k  through being rammed by the Peruvian turret ship “ I-Iuas- 
car.” The large unarrnoured British cruiser “ Shah ” (6,000 
tons) when opposed to the same “ Huascar,” which had been 
declared a pirate owing to the mutiny of its crew, sought to 
remain at long range for fear of being rammed by the small, 
but better manmuvring turret ship. I n  the action between the 
French gunboat “ Bouvet ’ I  and the German “ Aleteor,” the 
latter \vas rammed by the former. Even in our own times we 
find traces of these tactics, for the Chinese at the battle of 
Yalu still held to frontal formations, and the intention of ram- 
ming is shown by the movements of the two turret ships “ Ting 
Yuen ” and “ Clien Yuen,” and also by the small Japanese 
cruiser “ IIyyei,” which had to break through the Chinese lines 
in order to avoid being rammed. These are all signs that the 
Chinese, who, as is weI1 known, werc trained by Europeans and 
carried them on board, failed to recognize the superior speed 
of the Japanese and increased efficiency of their artillery ; and 
that they were still permeated with the idea of ram and m&ICe 
tactics, while on the other hand the Japanese sought and found 
the decision by the use of fire polier and by doubling a n-ing 
of the enemy. 

Thus the battle of Yalu stands for the transition from the 
ram tactics of the First Period to the gun tactics of the Second 
Period, just as in the saifing ship days the fights in  the second 
Dutch war marked the transition from group actions and board- 

4 11 2 
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ing tactics to g u n  tactics. If we now finally compare the First 
Periods under sail and under steam, we find in both cases, that 
the gun was of secondary importance on account of its inferior 
efficiency, and that the decisive result was sought, in the case 
of sailing ships, by boarding, and in the case of steamships by 
the ram. The attack in frontal formation reigned supreme. 

SECOND PERIOD. 

(A) Sailing Ship Tactics. 

Turning to the Second Period under sail, we must first 
esaniine more closely the battles of the Second Dutch War, 
which marked the turning point in the tactical views of those 
times. 

The artillery had improved, especially in the case of the 
English, who had superior ships at their disposal, for 
the Dutch included in their fleets many war vessels adapted from 
mercliant ships. It was thereforc clear that the Englislt, in 
consequence of their material superiority, would odopt new tac- 
tics and fighting formations, which would enable them to draw 
the most profit from the above advantages. The artillery fight, 
in close formation under a common leadership, was a natural 
sequence to the improvement in war material, and it supplanted 
the irregular mClCes and group actions of former days. The 
single line aliead close hauled to the wind sprang into existence; 
this formation possessed the advantage of offering the greatest 
opportunities for the use of artillery fire and for easy mutual 
support; it was, moreover, a formation easily maintained, and 
one in which common command could be exercised. The speed 
of ships had now been brought more under control, thus render- 
ing  closer formations possible ; hence breaking the line, in order 
to undertake mClCe or boarding tactics became more difficult. 
Steadiness of gun platforms became more assured by sailing 
close hauled, and there was always the possibility of gaining the 
coveted weather position through a favourable shift of wind, or 
a skilful manmuvre. It was no longer boldness, courage, or 
d o u r  alone which decided the issue ; discipline and organized 
evolutions began also to make their value felt. The Duke of 
York, afterwards James 11. of England, is given the credit of 
introducing line ahead close hauled for the first time at the 
battle of Lowestoft in 1665. 

The advantages of these new tactics will be realized all the 
more vividly when one imagines the Dutch, still keeping to their 
ofd methods, often masking and hindering each other, steering 
down towards their enemy, in order to board ; they were received 
by the concentrated broadsides of the English, who, as the Dutch 
vessels approached separately, shortened sail and moved slowly 
across their bows, thus rendering it impossible for the enemy 
to make proper use of his guns. 
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De Guiche, a French witness of the four days’ fight, says :- 
“ Xothing could be imagined finer than the station keeping of the 

English. There never was a straighter line than that formed by their ships. 
’lhey thus concentrated their fire on every ship, as it approached them. 
They fight like a line of cavalry, handled according to well-understood rules 
and with only one object, that of overthrowing the enemy; while the 
Dutch art like separate detachments of cavalry, who break their forma- 
tions and go into action in small parties.” 

I t  is very evident that such an excellent order of battle 
could not long remain the property of a single State; it was 
adopted by the Dutch during the same war In which it first 
came into esistence, and it remained the only recognized battle 
formation the whole of the sailing period. That the English 
did not enjoy the fu l l  measure of success which is usually the 
reward of the application of new, unespected, and superior tac- 
tics is to be attributed to the circumstance that in their com- 
mander, De Ruyter, thc Dutch had a seaman whose genius 
and tactical talent was even higher than that of the distinguished 
English Admirals Monk, Rupert, and the Duke of Yorli. 

After a long interval two fleets of equal strength once more 
found themselves opposed to each other in the Third Dutch War,  
which was to prove of such importance for the future develop- 
ment of tactics. The English with experienced, sliilful captains 
and capable admirals, the Dutch with brave, though tactically 
undisciplined captains, possessing, however, one of the finest 
leaders whom the world has ever seen; every condition was, 
therefore, present for the rapid development of naval tactics, 
so that it is not to be wondered a t  that, at the very com- 
mencement of the new period, a state of development was attained 
beyond which no progress was made till nearly ;L century later. 

In the first action of th i s  war the Dutch were commanded by 
Opden, a formcr cavalry officer. H e  was defeated, and was 
blown up by a fire ship in a desperate attempt toaboard the 
English flagship. Tlie command then devolved on De Ruyter. 
His  first battle, the tremendous four days’ struggle from the I Ith 
to the 14th June, 1666, has not only become famous on account 
of the estraordinary physical endurance of the men, but also 
because the tactical methods of the old and new schools, both 
handled by escellent leaders, were seen in opposition. 

De Ruyter, who had recognized the advantages of the 
close formation, but lcneiv that he could not handle his ships 
in this formation owing to their insufficient training, sought to 
niinimizc the disadvantages of the old school of tactics-with 
its system of independent attacks by individual groups-by 
endeavouring to keep his force united, in order that they might 
fall simultaneously with their whole force, with full  strength on 
the hostile line of battle, and then, by boarding in the mClde, 
outweigh the superior gunnery and tactical training of the 
English. 
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A short description of this battle will show us  best the old 
and new form of tactics as well as the brilliant genius of De 
Ruyter. 

On account of the freshening S.W. wind and thick weather 
De Ruyter had anchored between Dunkirk and the Downs in 
such a position, that most of the rear, under Tromp, lay to wind- 
ward. (See Fig. I). 

f / G  1 
c! v' = VAN 
cc'  = CENTR€ 
R,R' = REAR 

On the morning of the 11th of June, AIonk, who was also 
a t  anchor, sighted the Dutch fleet. Although weaker in 
numbers, he resolved to attack, since he had the advantage of 
the wind; like Nelson at Abouliir he steered on the starboard 
tack for the Dutch rear, which lay mostly to windward. Tromp 
slipped his anchors and ran on the same tack on a parallel 
course towards the French coast. The Dutch centre and van 
likewise slipped their anchors, but could not join in the attack 
for some time on account of being too far to leeward. The 
English wore together under Dunkirk, and on the opposite 
course their van came into contact with the Dutch centre and 
was badly mauled. The action ceased at -10 p.m. 
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On the nest day (see Fig. 2) the two fleets passed each other 
on an opposite course, the English being to windward. Tromp 
tacked without orders from De Ruyter, and gained the weather 
position ; at the same moment two Dutch flagships bore up and 
showed their sterns to the English, so that the sorely astonished 
De Ruyter was obliged to bear up likewise, in order to keep his 
fleet together. Tromp was in great danger of becoming isolated, 
first by his own movement, and then by that of the ran. De 
Ruyter, recognizing his precarious position, tacked and lay 
up for the English rear, so that the latter were obliged to forego 
their attack on Tromp, for fear that the Dutch would gain the 
position of the wind. Thus De Ruyter's tactical insight and 
determined action sawd Tromp from destruction. 

SEPT., 19x21 

V '  

During that night and the whole of the nest day the English 
retreated, followed by the Dutch. In the nick of time, towards 
nightfall, Rupert's squadron of 20 ships, which had been de- 
spatched to observe the French fleet, came in sight. On the 
14th the wind was blowing fresh from the south-west ; the Eng- 
lish were coming u p  from astern. Both fleets ran parallel to 
one another, exchanging broadsides (see Fig. 3) ; during this 
time portions of the Dutch fleet drifted through the English line 
and fell away to leeward; all order mas lost, but fortunately for 
the Dutch, the greater number of their vessels had remained to 
windward with the admiral ; the remaining ships had left him. 
The commander of the van with 14 ships was chasing 3 or 4 
English ships, and Tromp was now obliged to make a dhtour 
to leeward round the English fleet with the rear, in order to join 
up with his admiral. De Ruyter and the English main body 
were engaged in hot combat. 
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Tromp recalled the van and returned to his admiral, fetch- 

ing, however, to leeward of the English main body, on account 
of the continual working to windward of the fatter, and still 
further to leeward of De Ruyter. As soon as De Ruyter saw 
this, he made a general signal to all his ships, and the whole of 
the Dutch main body bore up at the same time before the wind, 
which just at this moment freshened considerably. Thus in a 
moment, says an' eye-witness, the English, caught between two 
fires, fell into confusion, and their line became disordered, both 
through the violence of the attack, as well as through the freshen- 
ing breeze. The English 
admiral mas cut off from the rest of his fleet, accompanied only 
by a fire ship; with this latter he tacked to windward, worked 
through the enemy, and set himself again at the head of 15 to 
2 0  ships which had joined up with him. 

This was the crisis of the battle. 

FIG,. 3. 
1! V ' =  VAN 
C, C' = C~NTRE 
RR' = REAR 

Thus ended this great battle, in which the Dutch lost 4 
ships and 2,000 men, the English 17 ships and 5,000 men. We 
see De Ruyter's flag officers still imbued with the spirit of the 
old school, leaving their posts, certainly with the praiseworthy 
intention of fighting, but in total disregard of their commander- 
in-chief, and of any combination whatever. Only De Ruyter's 
insight and determination saved them from defeat. On the other 
hand the whole endeavour of the lhgl ish was to preserve the 
formation in close order, and to assert their superiority in gun- 
fire. When, therefore, the Third Dutch W a r  broke out sis 
years later (1672) Dc Ruyter had not only grasped all the ad- 
vantages and disadvantages of the English method of fighting, 
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but he had also trained his flag officers and captains thoroughly in 
the new system. Not till now did his superiority and tactical taIent 
make themselves felt. 

We now see tactics treated on a scientific basis; the principle 
of concentrating all one's force at one point of the battle-field, 
while holding a portian of the hostilc strength in check, is for 
the first time apparent. True, in the period which follows, it 
fades away, but only to re-assert its position as the first among 
all tactical principles, through the brilliant victories a t  the end 
of the SVII I th  century. 

In the first battle of the Third Dutch War,  that of Solebay, 
'De Ruyter surprised the allied French and English fleets, which 
were anchored under the lee of the shore. The wind was favour- 
able, and he quickly forsook his own waters which afforded him 
slielter, in order to throw himself against the unsuspecting enemy. 
A French frigate on the lool~-out gavc warning of the approach, 
but in the ensuing haste of weighing anchor and forming line 
of battle, it can be easily conceived that with the faulty system 
of signals of that time misunderstandings arose; and as a matter 
of fact the centre and rear of the English set saii on the star- 
board tack, the French on the port tack, which naturally led 
to ;I separation of the two fleets. De Ruyter, summing up the 
situation correctly, sent a \veal; force under Bankert against 
tlie French, who only kept up a long range fight, while he him- 
self engaged the centre and rear, thus attaining a superiority 
at the decisive point. 

In the following year, 1673, the battle of the Tesel was 
fought on similar principles. On the day before the battle the 
English sighted the Dutch under the coast. Rupert had the 
weather position, and therefore wished to engage the enemy. 
De Ruyter, fully aware of the favourable position of the allies, 
made use of his local knowledge by retiring under the coast 
where Rupert could not follow him; but when a t  night the 
wind turned and blew off shore from the south-east, the Dutch 
set all sail, according to the French account, and bore d o h  
boldly to attack. De Ruyter n-as the weaker, having only 70 
ships to the 90 of the allies; he sent 10 of his van under Bankert 
against the 30 French ships composing the enemy's van, while 
he himself with the remaining ships of the van and centre at- 
tacked the centre in superior force and forced it away to leeward. 
He was also assisted in this endeavour by Rupert, who wished 
to draw the Dutch further away from the friendly coast. In 
this manner the Dutch admiral again succeeded in isolating 
the hostile centre from the van and rear. - The latter, commanded 
by Sir E. SpFagge, was already hotly engaged with the Dutch 
rear under Tromp, and this was to be attributed to the personal 
motives of the two commanders; Spragge is said to have prom- 
ised his king to capture Tromp either dead or alive, and both 
ships sought each other out, Spragge even heaving to, in order 
to await hts opponent; this naturally led to a further separation 
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of the rear from the centre. Spragge changed his flagship 
twice; finally his boat was hit, and he was drowned. 

When Bankert with the van found himself in danger of 
Iieing doubled on by the French, he boldly broke through 
the latter’s line, and joined up with the centre under De 
Ruyter. Strange to say, the French did not follow him, and 
Rupert was naturally too hard pressed. Nightfall, however, separ- 
ated the combatants. Thus had De Ruyter again, in spite of his 
inferiority, attained superiority of force in the centre by holding 
the enemy’s van in check with a few ships, an advantage which 
he certainly owed to the doubtful behaviour of the French. How 
extraordinary their conduct appeared at the time is shown by a 
conversation between some Dutch sailors after thc fight, when 
they were discussing why the French did not come to the as- 
sistance of the English. “ Fools,” said one of them, “ they 
have hired the- English to fight for them, and their whole busi- 
ness here is to see that they get their money’s worth.” The 
French admiral D’EstrGes certainly appears to have had instruc- 
tions to spare his fleet; another proof of what doubtful value 
allies often are ! 

In these battles we see a considerable difference in the em- 
ployment of the single line close hauled. W h i l e  the English 
strove to keep closed up and retain the formation as long as 
possible, in order to use their artillery to the best advintage, 
allowing no independent action to their subordinate com- 
manders-a system which, in consequence of a few earlier suc- 
cesses, was adhered to throughout the latter period by the 
French and English-the Dutch used this method only as a 
means to an end, in  order to bring the fleet into action united 
and simultaneously, and then gave an absolutely free hand to 
their subordinates ; principles, which we shall find employed by 
Nelson at a later period. 

The system, which originated with the English and 
was adopted more and more both by them and by the French 
until 1780, consisted solely in forming and maintaining 
the line in close order to the wind. As the only battle 
formation, it naturally formed the basis for every other forma- 
tion, and cruising and c1iasin.g formations were based on it. If 
the fleet was to windward the maneuvre consisted in forming 
the line close hauled and then bearing down on the enemy, 
preserving the order as much as possible; when the required 
position at a long or short range was arrived at, the ships liauled 
to the wind simultaneously. In carrying this out, the chief 
object aimed at was to lay one’s own van a i d  rear ships abeam 
of those of the enemy, in order to avoid the danger of being 
doubled on. When line was opposite line, ship opposite ship, 
the leader could shut up his signal book; his task was finished, 
and artillery began its \vorli, till thc approach of night, calm, or 
current, broke off the engagement. The less obstinnte opponent 
then sought to escape under cover of darkless, and  an inde- 
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cisive action was the result, although perhaps the object aimed 
at was partly attained. 

Against the great advantages of this method of attack- 
namely, being able to choose the time of attack and the range- 
there must be set the estreme difficulty of the manmuwe of 
coming into action simultaneously and in order. 

The English must in course of time have become aware of 
the impossibility, when beating up, of Beeping the line approsi- 
mately parallel to that of the line of battle of the enemy, as a 
result of which the head nearly always came first under fire 
before the rear could get into action, and thus received con- 
siderable damage-especially as the line, in bearing up, could 
only bring the bow g u n s  to bear against the \vhole broadside 
of the enemy. They must, similarly, have discerned the possi- 
bility that the opponent, being to leeward, could also bear up 
under cover of the smolie and lay n trap for the attacker, thus 
putting him at  a disadvantage. And yet the battles of Beachy 
EIead, Nalaga, Rlinorca, the actions of Peacock against D’k1chi.e 
in the Indies, Grenada, and Chesapeake Bay all prove that this 
method of attack was still adhered to. The battle of hlalaga 
in 1794 is a striking esample of this unscientific method. Even 
the circumstance that a considerable gap esisted between the 
van and centre of the English fleet \\-as not turned to advantage 
by the 26 year old commander of the French fleet, the Duke of 
Towlouse. The cannonade lasted from early morning till night- 
fall, the battle, as usual, remaining indecisive ; ninny English 
ships had shot away their ammunition. 

In I 740 the BritiSh Admiral Matthew was court-martialled 
and dismissed because he broke out of the line and boldly at- 
tacked the enemy witli his centre, before the line had liauled to 
the wind. His subordinates were acquitted, in spite of the fact 
that they had failed to engage the enemy, on-ing to their excuse 
that the signal to form line was flying at the same time as the 
signal for action. This brings out very clearly that, in the 
opinion of sailors of that period, it was more important to main- 
tain the line than to engage the enemy closely. 

The  sentence on Admiral ;\?atthew cost the life of the un- 
fortunate Admiral Byng, who failed to hasten to the assistance 
of his uan in the battle of Minorca i n  IfjG. The van vas ap- 
proaching on an almost perpendicular course to that of the 
enemy, and therefore far too quickly. Admiral Byng seeks 
to esplain his action to his flag-captain in these words :-- 

“ You see, Captain Gardiner, that the signal to form the line is flying, 
and that I am ahead of the ’ Louisa a and ’ Triddnt (these ships sliould 
hare been ahead,of him). As Admiral of the Fleet I cannot bear up 
as if I was attacking a single ship. It myas Matthew’s misfortune that 
he n-as blamed for not keeping his force together, and this I will en- 
deavour to avoid.” 1 

lThese words arc a paraphrase of ,Idmiral Bjng’s remarks. For 
verbaLim report see “ Triaf of the Honourable John Byng,” Oflicial Report, 
page 7;. London. 1 j57.--!%!. 
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I-Ie was court-martialled for not having employed all the 
means at  his disposal to defeat the enemy, and was sentenced to 
be shot. 

That this adherence to the line should make its appearance 
in all tactics and instruction is only natural. Thus we find the 
same principle expressed in the “ l ra i t6  des Cvolutions navales ” 
written by Hoste, the father confessor of Tourville, in 1697, 
that i,s, at the commencement of the Second Period :-“In the 
first place, one’s own line must remain closed tip.” 

In the “Instructions” \nitten by the Vicomte de Moroque 
70 years later, which were used for a long time as a text book 
for naval officers at Urest, we read:- 

“ The greatest strength of a fleet is discipline, which ensures the obser- 
vation of signals and the rigid carryiilg out of n manccuvrc. A fleet in 
line is stronger in proportion CIS the ships are closer 

A doubling of the head or rear is recommended by the 
tacticians of that time only when the fleet is much superior in 
force to that of the enemy. They appear to have occupied them- 
selves far more with methods for avoiding being doubled, than 
with those for doubling the enemy. Breaking through the 
enemy’s line was only advised when it could be carried out 
without any danger and with absolute certainty of success. 
‘I’hus AIoroque writes : - 

‘’ This mnnccuvre is extremely bold and dificult. There are occasions 
when it can bc attempted, for instance, when the enemy allows a large 
gap to form between his squadrons.” 

From all this it would seem that the decisive results to be 
obtained by a concentration against the most vulnerable part 
of the opponent had not yet become clear. This was partly 
due to tradition, which wished to keep to the old method of 
fighting, stiI1 more to a lack of knowledge of new methods, but 
most of all to want of courage to strike out a new line when 
success did not appear to be assured by a favourable position 
before the battle. According to the English tactician Clerk of 
Eldin, who in 1782 published a work which attracted much atten- 
tion, all failures and indecisive actions were due to the tactical 
system which originated at the time of the Dutch wars, a system 
which Sprang into use owing to its suitability for the defensive 
in narrow waters, by the greatest possible employment of gun- 
fire. Such a system must, however, have disadvantages when 
used for the offensive, a condition under which the English 
had naturally to employ it. \Vhen, therefore, their opponents, 
the French, made use of the same system, but-in accordance 
with their conservative strategy-only for parrying the attack, 
that is to say for the very purpose for which it mas created, 
it was clear that a11 advantages of this system (Le . ,  line close 
hauled to the wind) must be with that side which knew best 
how to employ it in the manner in which it originated. In 
fact, if we examine the period after the Dutch wars we do not 
find. a single case of a decisive action involving the destruction 

together.” 
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and capture of hostile ships. The  utter defeats of the French 
at La Hogue and Quiberon were not the results of the actual 
battles but of the fighting during the pursuit, and in the 
case of the latter engagement, of the stormy weathe and the 
better seamanship of the English. 

Thus we see the science of. tactics, which had developed 
so astonishingly during the Dutch wars, gradually sinli during 
the next century to the level of an artificial military parade 
manmuvre, in which the brute force of the stronger side deter- 
mined the outcome of the battle. The side which could bring 
more ships or guns into the line was assured of victory. The 
skill and capacity of the leader scarcely came  into account, 
and were limited to the eventual gaining of the weather position, 
and in the training of captains in manmuvres and evolutions 
so that they should be able to engage the enemy with the fleet 
in good station. The battle of Beachy Head in 1690 is the only 
one of this period, i n  v;hich the superior skill and capacity of 
the leader were displayed. On this occasion the famous French 
Admiral Tourville doubled on the hostile van, and brought 
about a complete victory over the combined E’ngIish and Dutch 
fleets. This is the only instance during this period of a depar- 
ture from the primitive tactical methods of those times, and:of 
a skilful and scientific method of attack by concentrating against 
the van of the opponent, a method which only began to show 
fresh signs of life with the commencement of the Third Period. 

What firm hold this method of fighting with ship against 
ship, had talien at that time, is shpwn by the views of the above- 
mentioned Jesuit Hoste, who, * in his tactical instructions-in 
spite of Tourville’s great victory-will only entertain the. idea 
of doubling when there is no risk, i.e., when large gaps have 
arisen in the enemy’s fleet, or when one’s own force is so superior 
to that of the enemy, that an overlapping of the latter’s rear 
is possible. 

Moroque, in his \Vorli on tactics written in 1763, holds to 
the same principles. All admirals and officers of that time are 
naturally educated to the same views, and even Tourville him- 
self was not quite free from them. in spite of his success in 
the battle of Beachy Head, since we find him later on at the 
battle of Tx Hogue exerting every endeavour to prolong his 
line as long as possible, so a5 not to be doubled on by the 
Englisli. In this case he.was, certainly, very much the weaker, 
hence, therefore, me find no sign of his having attempted a 
concentrated attack on the head or the rear, in spite of his having 
the weather p6siFIon. He adhered faithfully to the rules of his 
time, not venturing to risk his stake on a doubling of the enemy’s 
line, but taking every precaution agninst being himself doubled 
on. 

Not till the Battle of Ushant in 1728 at  the beginning of the 
American W a r  of Independence, do we find the French again 
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making an attempt to carry into practice the principle of con- 
centration against the enemy’s rear. The French Admiral 
D’Orvilliers signalled to his van, as the fleets passed each 
other on opposite courses, to wear and follow after the English 
rear, which was to leeward, thus bringing it between two fires. 
As a matter of fact, the Iezzder of the French van, the Duc de 
Chartres (later Phillippe Egalitci) did not carry this out, with 
the consequence that this important tactical manmuvre proved 
unsuccessful. 

’I’he first fleet commander who appears to have, shown a 
really full appreciation of the value of such a concentration of 
force \\’as England’s great seaman Rodney who, at the age of 
62, took over the command of the British fleet in the \Vest 
Indies, during the War  of Independence. In his very first 
action, against the skilful French admiral De Guichen off h r -  
tinique ( I ~ S O ) ,  where he held the xeather position, he gave proof 
of his tactical talent, by bearing up with the whole of his fleet 
against the French centre and rear, leaving the van entirely un- 
molested. De Guichen recognized the dangerous position of 
h i s  rear and avoided it by making hi5 ships wear togeclier. 
Rodney, badlied of his plan, \vent away on the same tack as 
his opponent, and when the .French had again got ahead, tried 
the same manceuvre a second time. His signal “Every ship 
shall hear down on her opposite in the enemy’s line” was, how- 
ever, badly understood by the van ships who still in the spirit 
of the old school, held “opposite” to mean the ship tactically 
opposite them in the enemy’s van. They increased sail, and forged 
ahead in order to take up the fight line against line. 

A similar progress, the same recognition of the correct 
application of tactical principles, \\-as shown by France’s greatest 
mhiral ,  Suffren, who i n  his first action in the East Indies in  
17’32, fought his nay at the head of his squadron from the rear 
of the English line up to the sisth ship, making the signal to  
the remainder of his disengaged ships, to attack the ‘English 
rear from to leeward, Suffren himself being to windmard. In 
spite of the fact that only two ships obeyed this order and that 
the English rear ships were only a short time under two fires, 
the latter incurred such heavy loss, that one of them (the ‘‘Exe- 
ter,” Commodore King) was only saved from surrendering by 
the invincible courage and determination of her captain. To- 
wards the end of the b?ttle, when the “Eseter” was little better 
than a \vrecli, the master came to him, and asked him what to 
do with the ship, as two of the enemy were at  that moment bear- 
ing down on them. He answered laconically “There is 
nothing to do but fight till the ship sinks.” They were saved. 

By these measures Suffren intended to attack in force with 
his 12 ships the sis rear ships of the enemy, leaving the three 
head ships disengaged; lack of discipline, and of tactical train- 
i n g  and seamanship were the causes of the action proving in- 
clecisive. 
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In summing up the development of tactics in this second 
period, we find that, on-ing to the improvement in gunnery, 
artillery actions became the chief factor, and, in  order to derive 
still more advantage from artillery, the line close hauled to 
the wind, and the unit type of.battleship (the ship of the line) 
were invented. The artillery duel, line against line, ship against 
ship, renijined the most favoured method of fighting. A con- 
centration of force, by which we mean doubling on the head or 
rear of the enemy, was only supposed to be employed when no 
risk was connected with it. Tactics were limited to gaining the 
weather position, and to the feverish endeavour to keep the line 
and to bring it in close order and simultaneously within range of 
the enemy. This being done, the worl; of the commander was in 
general ended ; he had only to set his engines of war, his ships 
and his guns, in motion, and could then leave the decision to 
them. The maintenance of form was the main point, the end 
in view had become a side issue; the result was a series of 
indecisive actions. 

Not till the close of this period, do tacticians arise (like 
Clerk) and admirals (lilic D’Orvilliers, Suffren, and Rodney) 
who recognized the deficiencies of the esisting method of war- 
fare, and who vere not only induced (like ‘l’ourville) to cBn- 
centrate against one portion of the enemy owing to an error on the 
part of the latter, but wliose whole initial aim and object wzis 
the destruction of their opponent. By sliilful manmuvring and 
by concentration of the forces at  their disposal, they endeavoured 
to fall in superior force on that part of the enemy, to which least 
assistance could he fiiven. 

They were certainly still iar from perfection ; the isolation 
or the portion of the enemy’s fleet attacked was still missing. 
Rodney and Suffren left the van unmolested, and, in both the 
cases referred to above, their plans failed owing to the van turn- 
i n g  after a short t ime and hastening to the relief of the hard- 
pressed centre and rear. 

(B) Steamship Tactics. 
The above description can be applied almost word for word 

to the standpoint of our tactics to-day. 
Xow, as then, the artillery fight is preceded by lengthy 

manceuvring in order to gain a favourable position (formerly the 
weather position, now-a-days the “T” position). The improved 
long range artillery, which is still further strengthened by the 
ever-increasing offensive power of the torpedo, compels the fleets 
to keep apart, and tactics are directed to the fight at long range, 
leaving the decision to the artillery. Single line ahead is loolied 
upon as the best and only battle formation, and the turret ship 
proper, with guns of one calibre only, has become the battleship 
of the present day. 

If we examine the development of naval tactics of our own 
period more closely-commencing with the Battle of Yalu- 
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we see that the methods employed at  that battle by the Japanese 
(the artillery duel in long lines) had obtained a firm foothold. 

In liis work “ Ironclads in Action ” (189s) Wilson gives a 
striliing description of a battle of the future and affords US an 
insight into tlie tactical ideas of that period :--- 

(‘ Two long lines steam side by side ; the air is filled by the thunder 
of the guns and the hail of projectiles. As the minutes pass away, funnels 
and upperworks fly in splinters, the draught decreares, the spced becomes 
less, and ships drop astern. The  moment for close action has arrived, 
and the victor steams onward towards the vanquished. In  the midst 
of a n  inferno of sinking ships and exploding shell the ram and torpedo carry 
out their deadly work. Undcr a mantle of smoke, on a sen of blood. 
the command of the sea is  determined for a generation.” 

The ram ‘had not yet h e n  completely relegated to the past. 
It was still accepted in tactics as a \veapon of chance or despair. 
Opinions were divided over the torpedo owing to want of es- 
perience; as.a weapon for the battleship it was, and is still, 
in general only looked upon as a weapon of chance, 

The naval battles of the Russo-Japanese War first gave a 
fixed shape to tlie tactical views of our time, and the g u n  is now 
considered unanimously as the only weapon for battle, just as 
tlie line against line, which gave the Japanese the victory at 
the Yalu and Tsushima, is now looked upon as the only form 
of tactics. The rain and the torpedo (so long as the latter lias 
only a radius of 2,000 yards) can have no prirt in the battle, 
or at the. most, an  extremely small one. The mine is chiefly 
a weapon of strategy. 

I cite here, in  order to give expression to the views of 
foreign nations, the French admiral BouC de Lapeyrhe, who 
thus expressed himself :- 

“ In  Igo4’and rgoj it has become generally known, that in the battles 
of the future, the fighting will be carried out a t  long range only. The 
artillery duel a t  long range will be considered as the most iniportnnt phasc 
of the action, and action at close quarters could only occasionally occur 
by niere chance.” 

Here again we sec that the close action, i.e., the method 
of arrivirig rapidly at a decision, is left to a chance incident, 
as was formerly the case with doubling and breaking through 
the line; it is not sought for. Now, as then, we find no initia- 
tive, no risks staked in order to attain annihilating defeats. 
Everything is left to the good fortune of a few chance hits. 
Again we see the capability of the leader limited, in general, 
to superior evolutions before the action. 

Although tactics in this period have assumed the same form 
as in the sailing ship period, the rate of development is very 
different. In the former period it was more regular; the simple 
line actioiis were followed by the difficult attempts at doubling 
and concentrating on the hostile wing. But in our period, doub- 
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ling on the enemy’s wing, and forming the T-formation (i .c. ,  
a n  endeavour a t  concentration of strength) sets in at the very 
beginning (the Ijattle of the Yalu); this may be attributed to 
a study of the teachings of naval history. It was only the 
measures taken to guard against being outflanked which led to 
the tactics of line fighting. 

In the sailing ship period the danger of having the van 
or rear of one’s fleet doubled on was averted by estending one’s 
own line, if to leeward; or, if to n-indward, by advancing the 
leading ships more to n indward than the remainder, and there- 
fore at a greater distance from the hostile line; in the same way, 
now-a-days, it is just as easy, when the difference of speed is 
not too great, and when there is plenty of sea room, to avoid tlie 
’I’-position by describing the arc of the inner circle, so that now, 
as then, actions must be fought out in two lines. 

That with such methods the result must be the same, viz., 
indecisive battles, is a conclusion based not only on the teach- 
ings of the sailing ship period, but confirmed by the battle of 
the loth August, 1904, where, for the first occasion in modern 
times, two approximately equal fleets were opposed to one 
another. The Japanese, indeed, attained lheir object, damaged 
the Russians severely, and prevented them from breaking out, 
but they themselves suffered such injury, that Togo, when he 
heard of the repulse of the assault on Port Arthur on the 21st, 
reported to headquarters that in the present condition of the 
ships and vessels employed in the blockade, the fortress could 
not fall too ?on; a proof of the urgent need he had to repair his 
ships. If the Japanese had not had the advantage of interior 
lines, or if the action had been fought at the beginning of the 
war when complete command of the sea for the transport of 
troops w ‘ : ~  absolutely necessary for the Japanese, the victory 
might have fallen to the Russians instead of to the Japanese. 

The Battle of Xinorca \vas foyght under similar conditions 
and with the same indecisive result. In this battle the part 
of the Japanese (the attacliers) was played by the English: 
that of the Russians (the defenders of the harbour) falling to 
the French. This battle \\:as considered a victory for the 
French; the advantages of the indecisive action fell to them, 
for the reason that England’s nearest base was Gibraltar, whither 
her fleet had accordingly to retire, thereby permitting to the 
French free communication with Toulon. 

’That the Japanese, employing these tactics of the artilleT 
duel, fought two decisive actions (Yalu and Tsushima) is owing, 
in the first battle, to their tactics, which-being at  that time new 
and unexpected-enabled them to concentrate on. the enemy’s 
wing; at Tsushima the annihilation of the Russians was a 
direct consequence of their inferiority, not only in gunnery 
and ?noral, but also in speed. Under such circumstances it  
\vas easy for the Japanese to choose range and position. Rppar- 
ently they did not aim at the ?‘-position proper, since-so far as 
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is now kno\vn--the fleets never arrived in such a position. They 
steered approximately the same course with the leading ships 
n little ahead, and concentrated the fire of each division on the 
leading ship of the corresponding division in the opposite line. 
A proof of this is that the first ship sunk was not the leading 
ship, but the j t h  ship in the line, the “ Oslyabya,” flagship of 
the Second Division ; she must accordingly have had her oppo- 
nent almost on the beam. 

Concentration in this battle consisted in the fire of several 
ships being united upon one of the enemy; tactics consisted in 
the openinq of the action with the ships’steering on similar 
courses. Isolation of the hostile forces is seen in the endeavour 
to obtain favourable positions. 

( T o  be continzted). 
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